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Electromagnetic
Fields (EMF)
& Marine Life

Naturally occurring EMF are present everywhere in the
oceans. Undersea cables used for power transfer are
known sources of EMF, but telecommunication cables
and undersea communication cables also generate
alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) EMF.

Impacts to Marine Life
Three major factors determine the exposure of
marine organisms to magnetic and induced electric
felds from undersea power cables: 1) the amount of
electrical current being carried by the cable, 2) the
design of the cable, and 3) the distance of marine
organisms from the cable.
The sensitivity of fsh to EMF is based on the basic
functions of their sensory organs. While some fsh have
the ability to detect water motion with their lateral lines,
some species can also detect magnetic and sometimes
electric felds with specialized sensory organs.

Electrosensitive and Magnetosensitive Fish
Electrosensitive fsh have specialized organs that
perceive naturally occurring electric felds and use them
to locate prey or detect the presence of predators.

The range over which these species can
detect electric felds is limited to centimeters,
not meters, around these species.
An animal’s ability to detect and respond to the Earth’s
natural magnetic feld is called magnetosensitivity.
Many fsh species, including bony fshes and sharks,
use the Earth’s natural magnetic feld for guidance
during migration and to navigate in the oceans.
AC undersea power cables associated with
ofshore wind energy projects within the southern
New England area will generate weak EMF at
frequencies outside the known range of detection by
electrosensitive and magnetosensitive fshes.
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Fish species in the southern New England area and their reported abilities to detect EMF

Pelagic fshes such as striped bass, bluefsh, weakfsh, and Atlantic
mackerel have habitat preferences above the seafoor and away
from the EMF feld, while bottom-dwelling fshes are most likely to
encounter EMF from undersea power cables associated with ofshore
wind energy projects.
Skates (Family Rajidae) have the greatest potential efects from EMF from undersea
power cables because they combine electrosensitivity with a bottom-dwelling life history.
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